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Colonizing Colonists: Feminists Negotiating Gender, Race and Nation in Australia

In any discussion of the ways in which gender, class and race intertwine in the constitution of

national communities, it is essential to distinguish between the concepts of nation and state.

Women might be fully enfranchised citizens of the state, but marginal to narratives of the nation :

this was the case with white women in Australia in the first decades of the twentieth century.

Aboriginal men and women, on the other hand, were neither citizens nor national subjects. It is

also essential, then, to locate the national subjectivities of colonists in the context of the

formation of a settler society, whose construction rested on the dispossession and displacement of

the indigenous population. In such a society non-indigenous men and women were defined by the

tension of being colonised and colonizers both.

In the Australian nation-state white women were constituted as citzens equally with white men,

but also differentially. They were construed as different sorts of citizens, with different

responsibilities, and thus different entitlements, as a writer in the nationalist journal Lone Hand

opined in 1920 : ‘The three basic duties of a citizen are to contribute to the population, the

defence and the finances of his country. Huge departments entailing vast expenditure make sure

that the two latter are duly looked after. Nobody will attempt to suggest our own wealth of infant

life is conserved as it should be, or that motherhood has received anything like adequate

recognition...’.1
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The Commonwealth of Australia was established as a nation-state upon the federation of six

British colonies in 1901. Within a year, full political rights ( the right to vote and stand for

election to the national parliament ) were extended to white women, who already enjoyed such

rights in the colonies of South Australia and Western Australia. Aboriginal women also had

political rights in South Australia ( as did Aboriginal men in South Australia, Victoria and New

South Wales), but the parliament of the new nation state determined that these rights would not

be extended to Aboriginal people in those states where they were denied the franchise, namely

Western Australia and Queensland, the states in which most Aboriginal people lived. Most

political leaders at the turn of the century worked on the assumption that Aborigines were a dying

race and thus would have no part in a future ‘White Australia’. They would be neither citizens,

nor national subjects.

White women were incorporated in the state as ‘citizen mothers’ and feminists proved politically

effective in winning a wide range of maternalist reforms - the establishment of maternal and

infant welfare clinics, women’s hospitals, the appointment of women to protectionist positions in

the state as police, gaol warders, magistrates, doctors, factory and school inspectors. They lobbied

successfully against forces deemed harmful to women and girls such as alcohol and obscene

literature and films. In 1912, they won the introduction of a Maternity Allowance of 5 pounds, to

be paid to a mother on the birth of a baby : Labor women celebrated the fact that the Allowance

would be extended to unmarried mothers, whom they identified as women of their own class, but

they were silent about the ‘colour bar’.

The Maternity Allowance legislation, introduced by Labor Prime Minister Andrew Fisher,

specifically denied this citizen’s benefit to mothers who were ‘Asiatics’ or ‘Aboriginal natives of

Australia, Papua or the islands of the Pacific’. Labor women, like the men in the Labor
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movement, were strong supporters of the White Australia policy, seeing in it a defence against the

incursion of ‘cheap coloured labour’. The racist discrimination was denounced, however, by the

middle class non-party feminists in the Women’s Political Association as ‘the White Australia

policy gone mad. Maternity is maternity whatever the race...’.2

It was their common investment in maternal rights which brought Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

women together in defence of mothers’ custody rights. Not until 1934, after decades of struggle

and the staging of a play called ‘Whose Child?’, did women in New South Wales ( custody came

under the jurisdiction of the states) secure recognition of mothers’ custody rights in law. At the

same time, Aboriginal women in Western Australia, supported by local feminists in the Women’s

Service Guild, went before a Royal Commission appointed ( in response to feminist agitation in

London) to enquire into the condition of Aboriginal people in Western Australia. They went as

witnesses to ask why their children were being removed by the state. Aboriginal mothers told of

the oppressive treatment meted out to their children in state institutions and their constant

attempts to run away. Ada Bromham, appearing for the Women’s Service Guild, emphasised to

Royal Commissioner Moseley that the issue was that ‘under the law the mother has no rights over

the child’. 3 Mary Montgomerie Bennett was more passionate in her denunciation of the

systematic assault by the state on Aboriginal families and communities and the sub-human

conditions in which

our dispossessed, unrepresented, regulation-governed native race is compelled to

exist, under-fed, untaught, uncared for, turned off their native country, turned away

from schools and hospitals, described as a ‘menace’ and treated like vermin instead of

what they really are, magnificent potential citizens, whom Australia cannot afford to

destroy.4
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To Bennett, and like-minded feminists, the treatment and condition of Aboriginal people

represented an indictment of Australia; and national history was a shameful story of

dispossession and destruction. White masculinity was a disgrace to this emergent nation.

This condemnatory account of Australian history directly challenged that subscribed to by

another group of feminists who came together in the same decade, the 1930s, to participate in the

three official commemorative occasions then being celebrated, the centenaries of settlement in the

states of Victoria and South Australia ( 1934 and 1936) and the sequi-centenary of Australian

settlement (in 1938). Central to their perspective was their subjectivity as colonists and in their

bid to be recognised as national subjects, to be registered as pioneers and nation builders, these

feminists inevitably became complicit in the racist disavowals that underpinned Australian

nationalism. Insofar as feminists sought empowerment through nationalist frameworks, so their

project became enmeshed in perpetuating the colonial structures on which these settler societies

rested. Nationalist celebrations of Australian achievement, with which many feminists identified,

emphasised an heroic story of land settlement, of a land explored, tamed and rendered productive.

It was a story that celebrated the settlers’ virtues of endurance, hard work and their capacity for

sacrifice. It was a story which, according to feminists, should feature women as active agents, as

pioneers, alongside the men in ‘making Australia’s name’. 5

Thus did Victoria’s Centenary Gift Book specifically honour those who ‘made the

great venture and came with their men-folk to this unknown land’. Once in Australia, said the

editors:

Women did more than cook and sweep. They milked cows, dug for gold, sowed the

corn, and even literally put their hand to the plough. They tended the sick and dying,
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they comforted the homesick and in every way passed down to the women of today

their splendid heritage of courage and initiative. 6

In New South Wales the ironically titled publication The Peaceful Army, edited by Flora

Eldershaw, included a chapter by Miles Franklin commemorating the work of New South Wales

suffragist Rose Scott and an ‘Ode to the Pioneer Woman’ by nationalist poet Mary Gilmore, who

dedicated her tribute to ‘the pioneer woman’ who with ‘endurance and courage’ ‘made the land’:

For they were women who at need took up

And plied the axe, or bent above the clodded spade;

Who herded sheep; who rode the hills, and brought

The half-wild cattle home - helpmates of men. 7

The ‘working’ of this new land was, then, central to the claims made by these nationalist

feminists on behalf of white women as national subjects.

Nationalist feminist writers claimed the bush as their own; they defined it as a source of

inspiration, nourishment and illumination. Miles Franklin and her friend Mary Fullerton also

believed that in pioneering the bush, settlers were pioneering a superior way of life, built on

independence and self-respect, conditions made possible by the democratic social relations ( and

economic resources) of the New World. As feminists they insisted that this new society was

equally the achievement of men and women; it was women who sustained the family farms and

bush communities.

On one level the settlers’ right to the land was taken for granted; on another, the

founding act of dispossession returned again and again to haunt these determined appropriators of

land and nation. The need to justify settlement was evident in Fullerton’s history of Australia

called The Australian Bush which was dedicated to the ‘memory of the stout-hearted - the
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Pioneer Women of the Bush’. Fullerton was a feminist and socialist journalist who grew up in a

bark hut in the Gippsland bush. In Melbourne before the war, she worked as a writer and political

activist (she was secretary of the Women’s Political Association) before migrating to England to

live with her friend Mrs Mabel Singleton. Writing about Australia from a great distance, her

vision of her country was informed by nostalgic longing. As a writer in exile, she was the

displaced ‘native’. Fullerton’s heroes were the white settlers. Commenting on Australia’s lack of

appreciation for local writing, she wrote to Miles Franklin : ‘Settlers I allow free of blame in the

matter of failing to say “well done” to the writers of their land. They and such don’t have the time

to do more than create the subject matter, sweat and colour for the true tales of true Aus life’. 8

In The Australian Bush, she observed that as a ‘menace to settlement’ the Aborigine

was ‘practically dead’, his extinction read as a foregone conclusion:

he will linger on, a wretched remnant to be cared for by whites, for fifty years or so

yet; when he must disappear, leaving hardly a mark of his poor vagrant existence on

the face of the land. 9

Perhaps to ease her bad conscience, the feminist in Fullerton was moved to find implicit

justification for the British settlers’ appropriation of Aboriginal country in the alleged ‘chattel’

status accorded to Aboriginal women by their men:

the female Aborigine, the lubra or ‘black gin’ as she is called...has no status, no right

of any sort at any time. From start to finish she is a chattel to be claimed. or

disowned, beaten, burdened, or even killed at the discretion of her men-folk. The

Australian lubra is veritably the most pitiful being in existence. Her lot is, at best,

with the dogs...10

Fullerton concluded this tirade by pointing to the familiar moral of the story:
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No other point of difference is so marked between the civilized white man and the

savage, as the respective treatment of their women. At some cross-road far away, and

long ago, the two parted company in this, amd civilisation began...11

This self-justifying nationalist conceit that Aborigines were doomed by evolution to extinction,

their historical destiny to make way for Europeans, was elaborated by Fullerton in an

extraordinary contribution to the afore-mentioned collection of women’s writing published to

mark the centenary of settlement in Victoria called the Centenary Gift Book, a piece she named

‘A Fantasy’.

In arch and awkward prose, Fullerton imagines the moment when the Yarra Yarra

tribe confronted the arrival of the white man. There were early warning signs, portents of change,

notably in an Aboriginal woman’s defiance of her patriarchal master, her refusal of customary

subservience. An ‘ebon woman’ forgot her place and ‘struck back’. The tribe was uneasy :

That which had never been had happened now; a lubra had rebelled. They felt the

dark approach of Change, were silent in the shade of things to be that had not been. 12

When ‘the lubra’ returns to the tribe she has a fearful tale to tell of intruders, the arrival of the

‘great white men’. While some younger Aboriginal men are keen to defend their land  (‘The Bush

that they would steal is ours; we shall preserve our own’), the King in his wisdom counsels

resignation:

The dark man’s kingdom was to pass from his dominion. The great wide bush that

their nomadic feet had trod since ocean made it land, would pass to these new lords,

these pallid men...13

The wail of the bunyip confirmed the tribe’s doom; they knew the white men ‘should henceforth

rule their lives, be lord of all the stern, mysterious, well-loved bush’. Thus are the usurpers freed
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from the responsibilities of historical agency; as Mary Bennett had observed of this nationalist

narrative, there is no killing out, only dying out; no act of theft, merely a logical succession.

By the 1930s, then, different feminists found themselves on opposing sides in a

dispute over the meaning and implications of national belonging in Australia. In Adelaide, at the

triennial meeting of the Australian Federation of Women Voters, Constance Cooke clashed with

the president Bessie Rischbieth over a proposal that the platform be extended to include the

demand for equality of status for Aboriginal women. Rischbieth insisted that the conference

simply re-affirm existing policy requiring the federal government to assume national

responsibility for Aboriginal affairs. Mary Bennett reported exultantly to her friend Edith Jones in

London:

Now the most wonderful thing has happened at the Centenary AFWV Conference.

My darling Mrs Ternente Cooke brought forward a Resolution to give citizen rights

to Aborigines, but the Board would not accept it, she was asked to re-affirm the

Resolution of the preceding Conference dealing with Aborigines and to do it without

comment, as Aborigines were not considered to come within ‘Equality of Status’ etc

!!! However Mrs Ternente Cooke protested against this. To my thinking the truly

important thing is that an Australian lady has brought forward a Resolution asking for

equality of status for Aborigines. This is something to dream of and work for and

those who tried to trample her only cut their own throats...Mrs Ternente Cooke ...has

made history. 14

Aboriginal women themselves had petitioned for recognition as ‘citizens’ in a document prepared

for the Royal Commission on the condition and treatment of Aborigines in Western Australia in

1934 : ‘we ask for our freedom, so that when the chance comes along we can rule our lives and
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make ourselves true and good citizens’. 15  And as citizens making claims on behalf of Aboriginal

women as potential citizens, feminists such as Constance Cooke, Ada Bromham and Mary

Bennett were brought logically to denounce and distance themselves from the nation, literally as

well as metaphorically.

Cooke and Bennett especially proved adept at using the platform provided by London newspapers

and international conferences, to embarrass Australian governments and call them to account.

When Mary Bennett addressed a meeting of the feminist organisation, the British Commonwealth

League, in London in 1929, she met with a defensive response from some of the Australians

present. In a letter to Constance Cooke, the secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society, Sir John Harris,

observed that the secretary of the BCL, Chave Collison,‘being an Australian objected to her

criticising the Federal Government’. 16 In 1930, when Constance Cooke presented a paper on ‘The

Status of Aboriginal Women in Australia’ to the Pan-Pacific Women’s Conference in Honolulu,

the Australian government demanded a right of reply to Cooke’s paper, which was printed in the

published reports of the conference. The Australian government was again embarrassed when, in

1933, a paper by Mary Bennett was read at the annual meeting of the BCL and her accusations

that the government was condoning slavery were publicised by the Manchester Guardian.  In

Perth, the local newspaper, the Daily News, observed that ‘comments in overseas newspapers

have created wide interest in Australia’s treatment of her aboriginal population’; Bennett had

agreed that her controversial paper could be republished and the Minister for Native Affairs was

forced to reply at length. 17 Shortly afterwards it was announced that there would be a Royal

Commission.

In seeking to redress past wrongs by establishing Aboriginal women’s rights as citizens, some

Australian feminists became outspoken critics of the nation. Seeking the inclusion of Aboriginal
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women as citizens of the Commonwealth, these anti-racist feminists found themselves

undermining Australia’s national reputation. Charges that Australia was condoning slavery led to

considerable tension between feminists, caught as they were between conflicting loyalties to their

sex and their nation. In 1935, as substitute delegate to the League of Nations, Bessie Rischbieth,

president of the Australian Federation of Women Voters embodied this dilemma. Asked to raise

the subject of her country’s treatment of its indigenous population, Rischbieth found that the only

heading under which it could be raised was ‘slavery’ and she declined to indict her country on

those grounds. Instead she used her position to present a proud paper to the Fifth Committee on

Australia’s worthy record in the area of (non-Aboriginal) child welfare. It read in part:

Turning now to the attitude of my own country to the child, it may definitely be

claimed that the welfare of the rising generation has found a natural response in a

young country whose whole inclination is to look ahead rather than back and

Australia has placed advanced legislative measures on the Statute Book in regard to

childhood. 18

As the citizens of a young country, Australians looked to the future; as critics of its racist

exclusions, some feminist activists insisted on focussing on the shameful legacy of the past,

pointing to the need to look back as well as ahead. A process of national reconciliation was seen

to be a precondition for the enjoyment of an inclusive and equal citizenship - as it still is in the

year 2000.
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